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the video for wrecking ball was directed by jonathan dayton and valerie faris, and primarily takes place in black and white. the video shows cyrus in her dressing room
before a show, standing by her microphone with an acoustic guitar, wearing a beige ensemble with denim jeans and a black t-shirt, at times singing the lyrics. it also

includes concert scenes, taken during various performances, while showing cyrus mostly singing behind a microphone with a blonde wig while various men dance
around her. the only song to feature lyrics written by cyrus herself is "thinkin bout you", where she sings about the death of her father, and the best way to cope with
this. the song, which originally appeared on the soundtrack of the american movie annie (1999), is based on an old blues song entitled i got the will but im going too

soon. in the new version, cyrus sings that "i got the will to live but im going too soon". it also features an interlude involving other songs, such as "hannah montana: the
movie", the theme songs of hannah montana and the miley cyrus show. during the performance from super bowl, cyrus appears in front of a setting sun, which is later

replaced by the background of a stadium in a dark environment. cyrus then begins to sing to the audience as the camera pans to the side. she is accompanied by a male
drummer (played by rapper lil uzi vert) who directs her movements. some of the camera shots in the performance look like they were adapted from the live videos of her

concert, as the visual effects were used on the hand that appears on screen.

Wrecking Ball Miley Cyrus Official Video 1080p

the official music video for wrecking ball was directed by dave meyers and was shot on march 21, 2013, in los angeles, california. it was premiered on may 5, 2013, and
has received more than 103 million views as of november 2019. as with the lyrics of wrecking ball, the video takes place at an earlier time than the song lyrics. wrecking
ball begins with the mention of a night of fun with friends and containing "crazy, but not scary, parties." the video then cuts to miley cyrus in a forest, where she dances
with friends and performs an intimate version of wrecking ball. the video has been compared to the video for my first kiss by jessie j. the video features different scenes

of miley cyrus doing different activities. as miley cyrus gyrates, she wears a gold dress with a belly-skimming top and uses an umbrella to attract the attention of the
models. throughout the video, the models are wearing tops with pink hearts and other heart-themed clothing. miley cyrus also wears a see-through pvc jacket with "fuck
me" written in it. throughout the video, cyrus wears numerous neon-colored high-heeled shoes. the video features clips of miley cyrus dancing in the forest, singing on a
fence, and singing on a moving platform. in january 2015, cyrus released a music video for the song in which she appears in a bathroom with an assortment of pets. the

visual contains imagery of a young cyrus with a buckteeth look, as well as variants of the title character from her breakout musical, hannah montana. a writer for the
magazine teen vogue commented, "in the video, cyrus plays a very different version of the showgirl that she was for years before miley — this time, she looks like a'real'
girl. the video isn't as heavy as that awful 'we can't stop' video, but it does give the song a fresh take." on an episode of saturday night live, cyrus performed a medley of
"we can't stop", "wrecking ball", and "the climb". during her performance of "we can't stop", which is the only song she sang unaccompanied, a pet chimpanzee named

scruffy followed cyrus on stage and sat on the piano. 5ec8ef588b
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